Excitement and confusion on chromosome 6q: the challenges of neuropsychiatric genetics in microcosm.
The search for genes that are implicated in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia (SCZ), bipolar disorder (BPD) and other complex neuropsychiatric phenotypes has yielded a plethora of positive findings, but has also engendered a substantial degree of confusion. Exciting findings include positive linkage results in a number of chromosomal regions and the identification of several genes that have been associated with SCZ and to a lesser extent with BPD. Confusing aspects include the difference between studies in localization of linkage peaks in the same chromosomal regions, raising the possibility that these regions may harbor more than one gene, the fact that positive linkage findings as well as associated genes appear in several cases to be shared by more than one disorder, and the failure to identify thus far the precise pathogenic variants in associated genes. Recent findings of linkage and association studies on chromosome 6q illustrate the current status of neuropsychiatric genetics in intriguing microcosm. Positive findings from linkage and association studies are reviewed in order to identify approaches that may help to settle apparent contradictions and allow an interpretation of the results that may prove useful in application to findings from other chromosomal regions. Not only SCZ and BPD but also other psychiatric and neurological phenotypes are considered. Taking a topographic approach, we identify five foci of positive findings on chromosome 6q and suggest that each may harbor gene(s) that confer susceptibility to SCZ or BPD or may modify their onset or clinical course. We further suggest that in searching for these genes the possibility that they may be implicated in more than one disorder should be taken into account. We also discuss the potential contribution of rare genetic variants identified in homogeneous, isolated populations to the subsequent identification of common variants in the same gene that contribute to disease susceptibility in outbred populations.